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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a vector space of finite dimension n > 0 over a field of finite 
order q. Furthermore, let @,Jq) be the nth cyclotomic polynomial evaluated 
at q and 
where f = (n, @,Jq)) and f n is the largest power off dividing Q,(q). In an 
earlier paper [6] we investigated groups of linear transformations of V which 
have the property that their order has a non-trivial common divisor with 
@z(q). We classified these groups under the additional assumption that they 
have a non-solvable composition factor which is isomorphic to an alternating 
group, a projective special linear group or a projective symplectic group. 
(Partly, in [6] we also assumed that q is a prime.) In the present paper we 
consider a more general case, namely, we only assume that some 
composition factor of the linear group under consideration is isomorphic to 
any non-abelian simple Chevalley group. The rather surprising result is that 
there are quite few such groups and that most of them are essentially 
classical groups acting on V in a natural way. 
As a corollary of our results we obtain the classification of all finite 
doubly transitive permutation groups with regular normal subgroup which 
have a composition factor isomorphic to some non-abelian simple Chevalley 
group. This condition obviously is equivalent to the assumption that the one 
point stabilizer has a composition factor isomorphic to some non-abelian 
simple Chevalley group. 
By the way, in this context the projective special linear groups investigated 
in [6] are by far the most difficult groups to handle. For example, if we 
assume that the order of the subgroup of GL(v) under consideration is 
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actually divisible by Q,*(q), then of the projective special linear groups 15 
lead to exceptional cases, but of all the remaining Chevalley groups only 1. 
The reason for this seems to be that for groups of type A,(q) the Coxeter 
number ,U (see Section 2, Table 2) can be odd, while for all other types it 
must be even. 
We use the same notation as in [3,6]. Concerning Chevalley groups (or 
rather groups of Lie type) we essentially follow Tits [ 16, Tableau 41. By 
“simple Chevalley group of ordinary or twisted type” we mean a non-abelian 
simple Chevalley group, Steinberg variation or Suzuki-Ree variation, that is, 
a commutator group of one of the groups G in Tableau 4 of [ 161 if the type 
is not A,(2), A,(3), ‘A,(2), ‘B,(2), C,(2), G,(2), ‘G,(3) and *F,(2) (so that 
G’ is simple and [G : G’] = d). As we are always dealing with simple groups, 
we shall identifv the notations for G’ and G; so for example we shall write 
A,(q) instead of A,(q)‘. 
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF CHEVALLEY GROUPS 
Let C be a finite non-abelian simple Chevalley group of type X(q), q a 
power of a prime p. Put t = 3 if X = 3D, ; t = 2 if X = ‘A,,, 2D, or ‘E, and 
t = 1 otherwise (in particular, t = 1 if I = 2B2, ‘G, or *F,! ). The order of C 
is given in Table 4 of [ 161, which we shall denote here by Table T4. Its p’- 
part, that is, its largest divisor prime top, can always be written in the form 
where d is defined as in Table T4, rPni(q) is the n,th cyclotomic polynomial 
evaluated at q and ei is a positive integer for 1 < i < s. For a number of 
types this representation is given in Table 1. Note that 
9” - 1 = n @6(q) 
6ln 
and 4” + 1 = n @s(9)* 
6 l2n 
6Ln 
In Table 2 we list for each type an integer ,U which has the property that 
(a) @Z(q) 1 I CL and 
(b) if r is a prime dlrerent from p dividing 1 C 1 and i the multiplicative 
order of q module r, then i & ,u, and t 1 i unless i < p/t. 
(We define @T(q) as in [6, sect. 31 or in the Introduction.) To prove the 
above property of ,u, note that Q,*(q)1 Q,(q)/ q” - 1, while in each of the 
cases d Q,u, so that (@z(q), d) = 1 by [6, Theorem 3.51. Note that p is even 
for all types except A,,(q), n even. This seems to be the reason for the fact 
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TABLE 1 
The exponents e, determining the p’-part 
wP”,w’ .*. @n,(q)es of the order of some simple Chevalley groups C 
\ ni 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14 15 18 20 24 30 d 
c 
2mz) 1 1 1 
‘D,(q) 2 2 2 2 1 1 
G,(q) 2 2 1 1 1 
*G,(q) 1 1 1 1 
F4(q) 4 4 2 2 2 1 1 1 
2F,(q) 2 2 2 1 1 E,(q) 6 4 3 1 2 1 1 z.4- 1) 
‘E,(q) 4 6 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 (334 + 1) 
E,(q) 773213111111 1 (29 4 - 1) 
E,(q) 88442412122111111 1 
that the projective special linear groups cause especially many exceptions 
here. 
Furthermore, we list in Table 2 an upper bound for the size of any prime 
divisor I of ]C]. This bound can easily be derived from the order formula 
given in Table T4. For the exceptional types one can apply Table 1, using 
the fact that r= p or r ] @t(q) for a suitable i <p (see [6, Theorem 3.5]), 
and that for q 2 2, @l(s) < Q2(q) < @dq) < %(d < %(d < @dq) < 
@12(q) < @s(q) < @s(q) < @14(q) < @,s(q) < @9(s) < @7(q) < @,5(q) < 
Q2,,(q) < Qz4(q) < Qjo(q). For the groups *A,(q), where n is even and it > 2 
(this is the most tedious case!), we can determine the upper bound in the 
following way: If C is of type *A,(q), then the order of C is 
$9 ttm+w* lg [qi+l _ (-l)i+l], 
where d=(n+ 1, 4+ 1). Here q”+’ - (-l)n+l = qntl + 1 = 
(9 + l)(q” -q”-’ + *** -q+l), and q”-qq”-l+a..-q+l=n+l=O 
(mod d), as q = -1 (mod d). So each prime r dividing the order of C divides 
one of the numbers q, q+ 1, d, (q”+’ + l)/d(q+ l), qa- 1 = 
(qa’* - l)(q”” + l), where 2 <a Q n and a E 0 (mod 2), and qa + 1 = 
(q + l)(qa-’ - q=-2 + * * * - q + l), where 1 < a < n - 1 and a = 1 (mod 2). 
Here q, q + 1, d, q”‘* - 1, q*‘* + 1 < q*” + 1. Suppose that q”‘* + 1 > 
(q”” + l)/d(q + 1). Then (q”‘*+’ + q”‘* + q + 1)d > qn+’ + 1. If d = 1, 
then 0 > qn+l _ qnl*+’ _ q”/z _ q = qn/*+l(q”/2 _ 1) _ q”/* _ q > qn/z+’ _ 
4 “12 -q = q”/*(q _ 1) _ q > q”/* -q > 0, a contradiction. So d > 1 and 
9 n’2+2 + 2qn’*+’ + q”‘2 + q* + 2q + 1 = (qn’2+1 + qn’* + q + l)(q + 1) > 
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(4 *j2+’ +q”/’ +q+ 1)d > qn+‘ + 1, so that q”+’ < q”“” + 2q”‘*+’ + 
q”” + q* + 2q and 2”/*-’ <q”“-’ < 1 + 2/q + l/q* + l/q”‘2 + 
2/q “I’+ ’ < 4. Hence n = 2 or 4. If n = 4, then d = 5 and therefore q > 4. But 
this implies 4 Q q”‘*- ’ < 4, a contradiction. So n = 2, d = 3 and q + 1 > 
(q3+ 1)/3(q+ 1) = (q2-q+ 1)/3, which implies 0 > q2 -4q - 2 = 
q(q-4) - 2 and hence q < 4. Also 3 = dl q + 1, so that actually q = 2, 
which implies that C is solvable. There still remains the possibility that 
II @I= + 1)/h+ 119 where U<?Z--1. If (q”-1 + l)/(q + 1) > 
(q”+’ + l)/d(q + l), then q” + q”-’ + q + 1 = (q”-’ + l)(q + 1) > 
$17’ + l)d > q ‘+‘+l, so that O>q”fl-qq”-qq”-‘-q > 2q”-qq”- 
9 -q = q”-q”p’ -q > q”-’ - q > 0, which is impossible. 
The fifth column in Table 2 contains lower bounds for the degrees of all 
non-trivial projective representations of C over any field of characteristic #p. 
These bounds have been derived in [2, 61 for groups of type A,(q) and C,,(q) 
and by Landazuri and Seitz [lo] for all remaining types. (There is an error 
in [lo] concerning the group G,(4). The correct bound for G,(4) is 12 
(see [71)4 
From Table 2 we easily derive 
LEMMA 2.1. Let C be a finite non-abelian simple Chevalley group of 
twisted or ordinary type defined over a field of characteristic p. Suppose that 
C has a non-trivial projective representation of degree n over a field K of 
characteristic #p, and let r be a prime divisor of the order of C. 
(a) lf r > 2n + 1, then one of the following statements holds: 
C E A,(q), r = 2n + 1 = 4, where q is a suitable prime power. 
CgA,(2), r=3n+ 1=7. 
CzA,-(2), r=2n+1=2’+‘- 1, where ri is a suitable natural 
number. 
(b) If r > n + 1, then r2t(CI, and one of the following statements 
holds : 
CgA,(q) and r=qor r=(q+ 1)/d, where d=(2,q-- 1). 
CEAA,(2)andr=n+1=3. 
CzAz(4)andr=n+1=50rr=7. 
C z A,&) and r = (Q’+’ - l)/(tj- 1). Here A + 1 is a prime and 
5+ 1tq- 1. 
C z ‘A,(3) and r = n + 1 = 7. 
C~2A,r(q),fi>2,~~O(mod2)andr=n+1=(~”+1+l)/(q+1). 
Cr ‘B,(8), 8<n< 12 and r= 13. 
C~‘C~q),A>2,qoddandr=n+l=(Q’+1)/2. 
CrG,(4)andr=n+1=13. 
Cz*G,(q)andr=n+l=q*--+I. 
Remark. Here, and also in the following theorems, we list each 
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TABLE 3 
@“(Xl 
n @“(Xl 
1 x-l 
2 x+1 
3 x2+x+ 1 
4 x2+ 1 
5 x4+x3+x*+x+1 
6 x2-x+ 1 
I x6+x5+x4+x3+x*+x+ 1 
8 x4 + 1 
9 x6+x3+ 1 
10 x4-x3+x2-x+ 1 
12 x4-x2+ 1 
14 x6-x5+x4-x3+x*-x+ 1 
15 X8-x’+xJ-x4+x3-x+ 1 
18 x6-x3+ 1 
20 x8-X6+X4-X*+ 1 
24 x8-x4+ 1 
30 x8+x’-x5-x4-x3+x+ 1 
isomorphism type of C only once, if possible. For example, the case 
C z A r(4), I = 2n + 1 = 5 does not appear because A r(4) E A ,(5). 
Finally, we need a result concerning p-modular projective representations 
of c. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let C be a fmite non-abelian simple Chevalley group of 
ordinary or twisted type X(q), where q = pa, p a prime. Suppose that C has a 
non-trivial projective representation of degree n over a Jield F,, of order pb. 
Then n > ,ua/(b, ta). If n = pa/(b, ta), then C has a non-trivial irreducible 
projective representation over GF(p) of degree ,ua. 
Proox Let C be the universal Chevalley group of type X(q). Note that C 
is perfect because C is simple. As Fb has characteristic p, we have a non- 
trivial F,C-module I/ (see Steinberg [14] or Grief3 [l]). Let v be a non- 
trivial composition factor of I/. Then (v, F,) = V, 0 a.. @ V,, where the Vi 
are isomorphic irreducible F, C-submodules, F, = GF(p). Let F, = 
Hom,,c(y, ,-VI) and 1 Fc’,I = pc. By Schur’s lemma 10, is a field, and 
Hom,,#, v) z M(s, F,), the ring of all s X s-matrices over F,:Clearly F, < -- 
Hom,l#, v), and the centralizer of Fb in Horn,,&‘, @ is just -- 
Hom,,zi(V, v) which, again by Schur’s lemma, is a field. This implies that 
the multiplicative group of Fb as a subgroup of GL(s, F,) is irreducible, so 
that s = b/(b, c). 
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On the other hand we can show that 1 Vi] > 9“: Let 1= dim,, V, and 
assume at first that @,*n(p) # 1. If r is a prime divisor of @p,*,(p), then 
f ] G&(p) ] @:(p”) = G,*(q) 1 1 c] 1 ] GL(1, p)]. Hence there exists an integer i
such that 1 < i < 1 and r=] pi - 1. But this implies 12 i > pa. If @Z&J) = 1, 
then by Zsigmondy’s theorem (see [6, Theorem 3.91) either pus = 2 and p is a 
Mersenne prime, or ,ua = 6 and p = 2. These cases can easily be checked 
directly. 
Since GF(p”‘) contains a splitting field of c (see Steinberg [14]), we have 
c I at, so that 1 VI > 1 VI = 1 VI Is > p”‘” = pa”b’(b*c’ > pbpa’(b,af). So 
n >,~a/(& at), and ] V, ] = q’ if n =pua/(b, at). In Sections 4 and 5, 
Lemma 2.2 is used for the special case b = 1 only. Note that in this case the 
determination of the splitting field of c is not needed. 
3. CASES WITH CYCLIC FITTING SUBGROUP AND 
COMPOSITION FACTORS ISOMORPHIC TO CHEVALLEY GROUPS 
For Sections 3 and 4 of this paper we introduce the following notation: Let 
K be a finite field of order q = pb, p a prime, V a vector space of finite 
dimension n > 0 over K and G a subgroup of GL(V, K). Define Q’,*(q) as in 
[6, sect. 31 and assume that (Q,,“(q), ] G]) # 1. Let r be a prime dividing 
(@z(q), I G I), R a Sylow r-subgroup of G and S the normal closure of R in 
G. As in [6, sect. 41 we define L to be the centralizer of S in Hom(V, V) and 
F to be the Fitting subgroup of G. As S is irreducible, L is a field of order 
qm, where m I n, and V is a vector space of dimension n* = n/m over L. By 
[6, Theorem B] the factor group SF/F is simple. Also G/SF is solvable, so 
that any non-solvable composition factor of G must be isomorphic to SF/F. 
Assume at first that F & t&S and that G has a composition factor 
isomorphic to a non-solvale Chevalley group whose characteristic is different 
from p. Then SF/F must be isomorphic to this Chevalley group. 
Furthermore, the assumption F ( &,S implies that F is the intersection of 
SF with the multiplicative group of the field L so that we obtain a non-trivial 
projective representation of SF/F over L. The degree of this representation is
n*, where n* < n ] r - 1, and r is a prime divisor of the order of SF/F. 
Hence we have one of the cases determined in Lemma 2.1. The case 
SF/F z As(q) was considered in [6, Theorem 4.61. In all remaining cases r is 
uniquely defined and r’t I SF/F I. H ence in this case (@z(q), I GI) = r = n + 1 
because of [6, Theorem B]. We now can prove: 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that G has a non-solvable composition factor 
isomorphic to a simple Chevalley group C of twisted or ordinary type X(q), 
where p%q. Assume furthermore, that F < QS. , 
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(4 IfC=MW or some ti> 1, then (Q,*(q), [Cl) 1 (n + 1)(2n + 1). 
(b) If C is not isomorphic to any projective special linear group, then 
(@,*(q),IGI)=r=n+ l= n* + 1, and we have one of the following 
statements: 
SF/Fz*ZA,(3),r=n+1=7. 
SF/~~ZA,-(~,~~O(mod2),~~22,r=n+1=(~~’+l)/(~+1), 
where q is a suitable prime power. 
SF/F z ‘B,(8), r = n + 1 = 13. 
SF/FrC,(tf), tT>2, GEE 1 (mod2), r=n+ l=(p+ 1)/2. 
SF/F z G,(4), r = n + 1 = 13. 
SF/Fz2G2(q3, r=n+ l=t’--g+ 1. 
(Note that not necessarily 4= q, nor is 3E uniquely determined.) 
(c) If C is not isomorphic to a projective special linear group and 
Q,*(q)1 1 GI, then SF/F z 2A2(3) and q” = p” = 56, or SF/F z C,(3) E *A,(2) 
and q” = p” = 34. 
To show the last statement we proceed in the following way: As a,*(p) = 
n + 1, we have q” = p” = 24, 2”, 212, 218, 34, 36, 56 or p2 by [6, 
Theorem 3.9(b)]. Now SF/F g ‘A,(3) and n = 6 implies q = 5 and 
36 1 IGL(6, 5)1, a contradiction. Let SF/Fz 2As(@). As (2’ + 1)/3 > 19, 
ii,< 4. If n’=4, then 4=4=2, as (35+ 1)/4> 19; hence n= 
(25 + 1)/3 - 1 = 10 and q = 2 I q, a contradiction. So Z= 2 and 
(~3+l)/(q’+1)=~2-~+l=n+l<19, q<4 and hence g=q=3, 
n=6 and q=5. If SF/Fz2ZB2(8), then n=12 andp=2lcf If SF/FE 
C,(@, then @=2n+ 1 =5, 9, 13, 21, 25 or 37. Hence Z=2, q=3 or 5, 
and p = 2 or 3. Here I C,(@)l]l GL(n, p)I implies SF/Fz C,(3) E ‘A,(2) and 
q” = p” = 34. Finally, if SF/Fr 2G,(a, then i> 33, so that 
n=J((4- 1) > 18. 
Assume now that F < E,S and that G has a composition factor 
isomorphic to a Chevalley group C of type X(q), where 4 = pa. Again SF/F 
is isomorphic to the given Chevalley group, and we have a projective 
representation of SF/F of degree n over K. Hence n >,ua/(b, ta) by 
Lemma 2.2, where ,u and t are defined as in Section 2. On the other hand, 
r ) ISF/Fl, so that 
for a suitable integer i such that 1 < i < ,U and t I i unless i < ,a/t. As 
r 1 Q,*(q), we obtain n I ai/(ai, b). Now ,ua/(b, ta) < n < ai/(b, ai), so that 
,u < i(b, ta)/(b, ai) < it(b, a)/(b, ai) < it and hence i > p/t and t I i. So 
w/(b, ta) Q n < d/(4 b) < w/@, ta>, 
481/93/l-11 
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n = ,ua/(b, ta) and 1 VI = pbrro’(b,to’ = Qrrb’(bVta). Also, V as a GF(p)C-module 
contains a submodule V, of cardinality pa’ = Q” by Lemma 2.2. We 
summarize: 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that G has a non-solvable composition factor 
isomorphic to a simple Chevalley group C of twisted or ordinary type X(q), 
where q= pa for a suitable integer a. Let ,u, t and C be defined as in 
Section 2. Then 1 V/ = Qrblfb@), and V as a GF(p)C-module contains a 
submodule V, of cardinality 4’. 
4. THE CASE F Z$ &S 
In this section we still use the notation introduced in Section 3. The case 
F 4 (5,s can be reduced to the case F < t&S with the help of Theorem A in 
[6]. By this theorem the assumption F 4 t&S implies that we obtain a 
representation of G/F as a linear group on a quite different vector space, 
which however again fulfills our general hypothesis, that is, it again contains 
irreducible subgroups of prime order. Actually, this linear group is usually 
easier to handle than the original one because it has the property 
corresponding to the assumption F < K,S and also, except for the first 
cases, its degree is much smaller. We need the following technical 
DEFINITION. Let E be a non-abelian simple group. Suppose that 
SF/F g E, F < C,S and q = 2 either is impossible or implies that 
(@z(q), 1 GI) = (n + 1)“(2n + 1)4 (resp. (Q,*(q), 1 GI) = (n + I)“) for non- 
negative integers a and /I, Then we say that E is a cds-group (resp. cdvs- 
group). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let E be a non-abelian simple group. 
(a) Suppose that E is a cds-group. 
If SF/F z E and F 4 Ka S, then we have one of the cases 
n = 4, (@z(q), I G I) = 5 and SF/F g A, ; 
n = 4, (G,*(q), I G I) = 5 and SF/F z A, ; 
n = 16, (G,*(q), 1 G() = 17 and G/F is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Sp(8,2), whose order is divisible by 17 = @z(2). 
(b) Suppose that E is a cdvs-group. If SF/F g E and F 4 aa S, then 
n = 4, (Q,*(q), I GI) = 5 and SF/FE A, or A,. 
Proof: We apply Theorem A of [6]. It follows that (G,*(q), ICI) = 
r = n + 1 = 2a + 1 for a suitable a > 1 and that G/F is faithfully represented 
as a group of linear transformations of a vector space of dimension 2a over 
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GF(2). Here clearly G&(2) = 2” + 1 = I, as 2’” - 1 = (2’ - 1)(2” + 1) and 
2” + 1 is a prime. Hence (q&(2), ] G/F]) = r # 1, and we can apply our 
theory to the linear group G/F. Note that now we have the regular case, i.e., 
the case with cyclic Fitting subgroup because the underlying vector space 
has characteristic 2. (Actually F(G/F) = 1 by [6, Lemma 4.21.) Also, the 
unique non-solvable composition factor of G/F is isomorphic to SF/F. 
Hence by our assumption r = (Q&(2), ] G/F]) = (2~ + 1)*(4a + 1)4 for 
suitable non-negative integers a and p. As r is a prime, we actually only have 
the possibilities r = 2a + 1 and r = 4a + 1. If 2a + 1 = r = 2” + 1, then 
a = 1 or 2 and hence a = 2, as G/F is not solvable. Now G/F leaves 
invariant a symplectic form on the vector space N/3N, if N is defined as in 
[ 6, Theorem A]. So SF/F is a simple subgroup of the group of isometries of 
this form. This group is isomorphic to S, (see Huppert [S, p. 227, 
Satz 9.2 1 I), so that SF/F z A, or A,. 
If4u+1=r=n+1=2°+1,thenu=4,n=16andr=17.Againwe 
use the fact that G/F acts faithfully on N/3N to prove that G/F is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Sp(8,2). This completes the proof of our 
proposition. 
Remark. Many finite simple groups are cds-groups. In a way, this 
proposition shows, that a simple group must be very much a group of 
characteristic 2 if it wants to be isomorphic to SF/F in the case F 4 6,s. 
Assume now that F 4 t&S and that SF/F is isomorphic to an alternating 
group. Because of [6, Theorem 4.31 we can apply Proposition 4.1. Here the 
case n = 16 is impossible because of [6, Corollary 4.41. 
If SF/F is isomorphic to a Chevalley group of odd characteristic, then 
again the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1 are fulfilled because of Theorem 3.1. 
Suppose that IZ = 16. Then SF/F must be isomorphic to a projective special 
linear group. By [6, proof of Theorem 4.6, (2)-(4)] the only possibility is 
SF/F z PSL (2, 17). 
Finally, assume that SF/F is isomorphic to a Chevalley group of type 
X(Q), where 4= 2’. We again consider the representation of SF/F on the 
symplectic space N/3N. Note that in this way we obtain a linear group of 
degree 2u over the prime field GF(2), whose order is divisible by a&(2) = r. 
In particular, F(G/F) is cyclic (actually trivial), as we already pointed out 
above. We now see, how powerful Theorem 3.2 is. Let ,u be defined 
according to Table 2. Then 22” = q” = 2’“, so that b,u = 2~. But a is a power 
of 2, as 2” + 1 is a prime. This excludes most of the types; for example, 
X = 2B2 implies c E 1 (mod 2) and 3E = 2A, implies p = 2,& where p= 1 
(mod 2). So there only remain A,, B,, C,, D, and 2D,. Suppose that 
SF/F E PSL(n; cJ) and 22” = Q”, where 5> 2. Denote 4= 2b and 
d = (fi, 4 - 1). The general inear group GL(ii, 4) contains a cyclic group of 
order 4s - 1, so that SF/F contains a cyclic group Z of order 
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(4” - l)/d(q - 1). Here r = @&a(2) = Q&(2) ) (2”b - l)/d(2b - 1) = /z/. 
Therefore Z is irreducible on the symplectic space N/3N (see [3, 
Korollar 1 I). But this implies that 
(2”b - l)/d(26 - 1) = ]Z( < 2” + 1 
(see Huppert [8, p. 228, Satz 9.28]), so that (2’ - 1)(2” + 1) = (2;’ - 1) < 
(2” + 1) d(2b - 1) and 2” - 1 < d(2b - 1) < (26 - 1)(2b - 1) < 22b - 1. 
Hence a < 2b, which implies tib = 2a < 4b and fi < 3. But a is a power of 2, 
so that actually ti= 2 and hence SF/F g PSL(2,q) r C,(q). We summarize: 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that G has a composition factor isomorphic to a 
simple Chevalley group of ordinary or twisted type or an alternating group of 
degree~5.IfF~a,S,then(~,*(q),IGI)=r=n+1=2”+1,a=2”fora 
suitable a > 0, p # 2, and we have one of the following cases 
SF/F E C,(q), q*” = 22a; 
SF/F z *D&), q2n = 22a; 
SF/FgA,, a=2; 
SF/F s PSL(2, 17), a = 4. 
5. TRANSITIVE LINEAR GROUPS 
Let p be a prime, K a field of order p, V a vector space of finite dimension 
n > 0 over K and G a subgroup of GL(V, K) which acts transitively on the 
set consisting of all non-zero vectors of V. Let F be the Fitting subgroup of 
G. Possibilities for G are listed in [6, sect. 5, pp. 443-4441. Suppose that G is 
not contained in this list. Then Q,*(p) 1 p” - 1 I] G], and because of 
Zsigmondy’s theorem [see 6, Theorem 3.9(a)] and [6, Lemmas 5.9 and 5.101 
we can assume that Q,*(p) # 1. Let S and L be defined as in Section 3. Then 
F < t&S, so that we can apply the results of Section 3 (see [6, Theorems 5.5 
and A]). 
Assume now that G has a composition factor isomorphic to a simple 
Chevalley group C of twisted or ordinary type X(q). If C is not isomorphic 
to a Chevalley group of characteristic p, then [6, Theorem 5.131 implies that 
C is not isomorphic to a projective special linear group and Theorem 3.1 
implies C r ‘A,(3), q” = p” = 56, 31 1 56 - 1 I] G( and 31 I ] Aut(‘A,(3))] (see 
[6, Theorem B(g)]), a contradiction. So q = pa for a suitable integer a, and 
Theorem 3.2 implies that ] V] = qW 01 as in Table 2) and that Y is an 
irreducible KC-module, where C is the universal Chevalley group of type 
w- 
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Applying Lemma 2.2 to the group S acting on (V, L) we see that 1 L I= pb, 
wherebIta,andhenceIFIIILI--l=pb-IIs’-1. 
The types ‘A,, ‘B2, 3Dq, 2G2, ‘F,, and 2E, cannot occur because of 
arithmetical reasons: Let C be of one of these types and let s =p/2, 2, 4, 3, 3 
and 9, respectively. If 1 # (@s*(q), IFI) 1 (Q,*(q), qt - l), then s ] t by [6, 
Theorem 3.5(ii)]. So (Q,*(q), IFI) = 1. (This argument uses the determination 
of the splitting field of c. We also have a more elementary proof using the 
fact that (a,*,(p), I FI) # 1 implies n* 1 ,u/s, which with the help of the results 
of [6, sect. 3 and 51 allows to exclude all cases except SF/F E ‘B,(8) and 
] VI = 212.) Also (Q:(q), ISF/FI) = 1. For I = ‘A,, n even, we obtain this in 
the following way: The p/-part of 1 Cl = ] SF/F1 divides (q2 - l)(q3 + 1) X 
(q4- 1) *‘a (q”- l)(q”+’ +l). If (@:(q),q’--1)# 1, where 2<i<n and 
2ji, then n + 1 = s I i < n, a contradiction. If (@d(q), qi + 1) # 1, where 
3<i<n+l and 2%i, then (@$(q),q2’-l)#l and n+l=s]2i< 
2(n + I), so that i = n + 1, as 21jn + 1, and hence 1 # (@d(q), q”” + 1) I 
(q”-l - 1, q”+’ + 1) I 2, a contradiction. If X = ‘A,, n odd, then 
the p’-part of ICI is (q2 - l)(q3 + l)(q4 - 1) ..a (q” + l)(q”+’ - 1). If 
(@p,*(q),q’- 1)~ 1, where 2<i<n+ 1 and 2li, then n=sli<n+ 1, so 
that 2n < i Q n + 1, as 2%n. If (Q,*(q), q’ + 1) # 1, where 3 < i < n and 2)ii, 
then n ] 2i < 2n, which implies i = n, as n is odd. Hence 1 # (G,*(q), q” + 1) I 
(4” - 1, Q” + 1) I 2, a contradiction. For all remaining types, the statement 
follows from Table 1 and the following: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If 1 < i # j and (@y(q), Q,(q)) # 1, then iu 1 j, where 
u is a prime and u = 1 (mod i). 
ProoJ We can assume that i > 2. Let u be a prime divisor of (@T(q), 
Qj(q)). By [6, Theorem 3.51, the multiplicative order of q modulo u is i, so 
that i ] u - 1 and i ] j, as u I @,1(q) ]d - 1. Also [6, Theorems 3.3(b) and 3.41 
implies Gj(q) = (Q,(q), j) @T(q), as j # 2. Here uC @F(q), as the 
multiplicative order of q modulo u is not j. Hence iu I j. 
Thus @f(q) 1 I G/SFI, so that Q:(q) divides the order of the outer 
automorphism group of SF/F by [6, Theorem B(g)]. For X = ‘A,, we obtain 
@t(q) I2a(n, q + 1). If 1 # (a:(q), q + 1) I (@f(q), q2 - l), then s I 2, which 
is impossible. So Q,*,(p) I Q,*(q) ) 2a. As each prime divisor of Q,*(p) is ~1 
(mod sa), it follows that @z(p) = 1, so that p = 2 and sa = 6 by 
Zsigmondy’s theorem. Hence s = 3 and a = 2, as 3 < s = 1 (mod 2), so that 
7 = Q?(4) ] 4, a contradiction. In the remaining cases we can compute Q:(q) 
explicitly (see Table 3), and we immediately see that the outer automorphism 
group of SF/F is not large enough (see [ 11-131, and [ 151). Note that 
@f(q) > $Qp,(q) by [6, Theorems 3.4 and 3.3(b)]. 
It now is not difftcult to check which of the 10 types not investigated 
above can occur. For example, as S acts on the set of subspaces of 
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dimension 1 of V, it follows that c has a subgroup X which contains a 
Sylow p-subgroup and has index at most (4” - I)/@ - 1). So X = E,, e.g., 
would imply that E,(q) contains a subgroup of@-index < (q3’ - l)/(p - l), 
which is far below the lower limit for indices of subgroups of this type. On 
the other hand, also q3’ is much smaller than the cardinality of the smallest 
GF(p)-module, on which E,(q) can act non-trivially. For the approach via 
the theory of p-modular representations of Chevalley groups, which also 
leads to an improvement of Theorems 3.2 and 4.2, see [7]. This paper also 
contains the corresponding investigation for the known sporadic simple 
groups. A description of the resulting transitive linear groups can be found in 
[6, sect. 5, pp. 443-4441. The solvable transitive linear groups have been 
described by Huppert [9]. 
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